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Dear Mr. Kerner and Ms. Brightbill,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Executive Summary (unclassified): This pro se request asks the Office of Special Counsel to 

accept an Intelligence Disclosure by a decorated national security whistleblower on the failure 

of Cathy A. Harris, acting U.S. Merit System Protection Board (MSPB) chair, to uphold the 

duties of her office instead of acting as a primary/supportive facilitator/accomplice in prohibited 

personnel practices relating to national security. The request focuses on her decision to neither 

investigate or even fairly evaluate disclosures by the Petitioner, one of the first national security 

whistleblowers to reject the illegal yet controversial pretensions of infamous National Security 

Agency leaker Edward Snowden. Instead, she endorsed an illegal contract of adhesion for which 

enabling legal counsel later was one of Snowden’s foremost advocates. Harris’ decision came 

within days of the Petitioner’s disclosures about a second, higher-ranking federal official who 

also arguably committed treason as a government contractor accessing classified information. 

 

The Petition now before the OSC comes as a stench of scandal permeates the MPSB, its motives 

and operations crying out for public interest attention. Harris’ MSPB dismissed the Petitioner’s 

appeal in a specious review of the documentary record, in which an arms-length view as a whole 

of all non-frivolous allegations of violations of U.S. and international law was absent without 

leave. Nor does her 11/17/22 “Non-precedential … Final Order” mention three related classified 

Congressional Disclosures the Petitioner gave to Intelligence Community Office of the Inspector 

General (IC OIG). The public and IC OIG allegations are fully supported through the 

Petitioner’s personal knowledge and that of others on record; supported by contemporaneous 

documentary evidence in the record and are material to legal issues in this appeal. Steeped in 

contemporaneous documentation, the Petitioner’s case now before the U.S. Court of Appeals for 

the 4th Circuit highlights MSPB (and Harris)-supported federal false statements. 

 

The Petitioner asks that the OSC take note of the harmful errors & prejudice (§1201.4 (r)) 

created by Harris et. al regarding the Petitioner’s rights. He also asks that it examine the already 

vindicated (“facts on the ground”) underlying disclosures he made about senior leadership at 

the National Defense University and the Defense Security Cooperation Agency emanating from 

their knowing and shameless embrace of those criminally involved in dirty ‘secret wars’ in Latin 

America. More than just dishonorable common crimes & false federal statements, those the 

Petitioner blew the whistle on--and who Harris and the MSPB protected-- inter alia trivialized, 

justified and even participated in neo-Nazi crimes, diluted the moral awfulness of clandestine 

death camps, & engaged in other barbarousness & corruption, including the reprehensible 

promoting of palpable traitors & narcotics traffickers. 

 

When Harris was confirmed by the U.S. Senate to the MSPB, Snowden’s legal team issued a 

public statement claiming, in part, that she had “earned the deep respect of her peers whatever 

their politics.” After 9/11 one of that law firm’s spokespersons, a self-described “anarchist,” 

stated he looked forward to a military defeat of the United States overseas. The Petitioner 

believes the remedy can be found in U.S. law, the Constitution, and in legitimate OSC functions. 

https://www.academia.edu/45068264/International_Criminal_Court_Filing_Federal_False_Statements_18_U_S_Code_1001_in_the_case_of_Rondeau_Fine_Garrison_et_al
https://www.indybay.org/uploads/2021/12/28/mspbpleading20211126final.pdf
https://www.indybay.org/uploads/2021/12/28/mspbpleading20211126final.pdf
https://www.academia.edu/44874846/International_Criminal_Court_VADM_ret_Ann_Rondeau_Glenn_Fine_Marguerite_Garrison_et_al_Narcos_Honduras


 

 

 
“Silence is complicity.” – Commander-in-Chief Joseph Biden, 12/19/22 

 

“What we don’t want is another situation like Edward Snowden, where information is  

released publicly and our national security is harmed,” said Iowa Republican Sen.  

Charles E. Grassley, chairman and a founder of the Whistleblower Protection 

Caucus, 09/25/19 

 

 

The Petitioner in the case now before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth 

Circuit (USC4 Appeal: 23-1049) asks to be allowed to file pro se an Intelligence 

https://rollcall.com/2019/09/25/ukraine-controversy-may-scare-off-would-be-whistleblowers/
https://www.rollcall.com/members?150&utm_source=memberLink?utm_source=memberLink


Disclosure with your office that includes, but is not limited to, ACTING U.S. Merit 

System Protection Board Chair Cathy A. Harris, the primary signatory of the 

11/17/22 “Non-precedential … Final Order” (NPO), a personnel action that 

knowingly sustains and sanctifies gross violations of rule, regulation and law both 

within the MSPB, at the Pentagon’s National Defense University (NDU) and at the 

Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA). He does this as the first national 

security recipient of the OSC’s “Public Service Award;” in recognition for fighting 

against failures at the Criminal Division of the U.S. Department of Justice to protect 

CIA classified information, senior Criminal Division management leaving itself 

open to blackmail in proto-Vladimir Putin Russia, and myriad issues of financial 

mismanagement, visa fraud, employee pre-selection and favoritism, and the abuse 

of travel rules and regulations.  Specifically, the Petitioner proposes to act under 5 

USC 1213(j), in which: 

(j)With respect to any disclosure of information described in subsection (a) 

which involves foreign intelligence or counterintelligence information, if the 

disclosure is specifically prohibited by law or by Executive order, the 

Special Counsel shall transmit such information to the National Security 

Advisor, the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of 

Representatives, and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate. 

 

The Intelligence Disclosure request before you today, concerning but not 

limited to Ms. Harris, shows the Petitioner is in fact being punished for failure as 

both a public servant and as an investigative journalist to truck with the treasonous. 

The request is in part based on a curious, subtle and yet profound nexus with a law 

https://www.mspb.gov/decisions/precedential/ANDERSEN_MARTIN_E_CB_1208_98_0031_U_1_OPINION_AND_ORDER_199537.pdf
https://www.mspb.gov/decisions/precedential/ANDERSEN_MARTIN_E_CB_1208_98_0031_U_1_OPINION_AND_ORDER_199537.pdf


firm that was the knowing, nay regaling, legal representative of a national security 

leaker who himself claims to be promoting public service through the distribution to 

third parties (including those not U.S. citizens) of highly classified information from 

the National Security Agency. In a history-making but tragic farse, Edward Snowden 

fled to a Russia responsible for war crimes and international terrorism supposedly to 

protect other people’s rights. Just a year later that Orwellian dictatorship’s vast 

surveillance state reportedly doubled its own Internet surveillance program while 

criminally using its military to invade Crimea and eastern Ukraine and to violently 

install a puppet state in the former.  

 

The Petitioner was one of the very first national security truth tellers to 

repeatedly and unequivocally call out portrayals of such treasonous illegal behavior 

as “whistleblowing.”  Upon Ms. Harris’ Senate confirmation as an MSPB member, 

Snowden’s capital K Street law firm claimed that, “While there may be a partisan 

divide on Ms. Harris in the Senate, it is not shared in the professional community. 



She has … earned the deep respect of her peers whatever their politics.” Two months 

later Putin made Snowden a Russian citizen. 

 

 

In bringing this Intelligence Disclosure to your office, the Petitioner is 

assuming that the OSC has people with requisite security clearances and a Sensitive 

Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) to comply with its duties as a 

whistleblower disclosure channel when the disclosure involves classified 

information, particularly about foreign intelligence/counterintelligence. Given the 

strictures of 5 USC 1213(j), it is the Petitioner’s understanding that the OSC is 



required by law to serve as a conduit for disclosures to the Senate and House 

Intelligence Committees.  

The Petitioner will leave to another day a discussion regarding the various 

contract theories that fortify his honest refusal to accept the legitimacy of a “contract 

of adhesion” he was required to sign under dire, distressful  and physically-

threatening circumstances; one that was dreamed up by those the targets of his 

disclosures regarding gross violations of rule, regulation and law, and their ethically 

bankrupt in-house attorney, and steeped in military procedures despite the Petitioner 

being a civilian Department of Defense employee, procedures that were later banned 

even for those in uniform as tendentiously favoring internal corruption. (That said, 

the Petitioner has in writing a 02/06/23 message from a federal whistleblower, who 

won his case before the Supreme Court, and who upon reading a draft of the 

summary of this Petition, above, reported: “Now I understand the unbearable 

pressure [your later pro-Snowden lawyer] put on you to settle. Yesterday he did it to 

me.”) 

Rather, what follows centers directly on a more universal policy point; that 

federal government supervisors should not be able to contract out of compliance 

with the law. The contract of adhesion before you was specifically designed to 

protect the criminal conduct of senior NDU and DSCA officials, who not only 

knowingly promoted and protected advocates and practitioners of hate crimes (neo-



Nazis and neo-Fascists), but also a least one former senior official of an international 

terrorist organization that murdered two people on the streets of our capital, as well 

as foreign military leaders engaged not only in massacres of university students, but 

who also according to the Drug Enforcement Administration, were partners of 

international narcotics cartels. The “settlement” for which I received unbearable 

pressure was used to cover up government law-breaking, particularly classified law 

breaking. 

The following presents first-impression issues of major significance.  

Among other things, the derogatory, purposefully misleading and 

demonstrably false filing by Ms. Harris of 11/17/22 failed to address or otherwise 

include the fact that the Petitioner filed three (3) Congressional Disclosures before 

the Intelligence Community Office of Inspector General in the case before her. One 

probable chilling effect caused by Ms. Harris’ actions is that the creating of a 

precedent (even a “non-precedential” precedent at MSPB) that ignores the 

disclosures of a “subordinate” can legitimate gross and prohibited personnel 

actions such as those regarding “any other significant change in working 

conditions.” Experts agree that these are extremely relevant to Intelligence 

Community agencies, particularly if the new requirements (created in the OSC 

reauthorization act of 2017) of 5 USC section 4302(b) apply in some/all IC 

agencies/agency components.  



 

 

In addition, Ms. Harris steadfastly refuses to play her mandated role in 

multiple instances of false federal statements undertaken or left unpunished 

in her bailiwick. Instead she has served as a primary or supportive 

facilitator/accomplice in several prohibited personnel practice (PPP) areas 

for which the OSC has jurisdiction and which involve actions on their face 

arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, and otherwise not in accordance 

with law. They include: 

 

1. Violating Rules That Implement a Merit System Principle 



The Petitioner’s reading of 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(12) is that an agency 

official shall not take or fail to take a personnel action if doing so would violate 

a law, rule or regulation implementing or directly concerning the merit 

system principles. As a PPP, it applies to personnel actions taken outside 

legally required time frames, and also includes actions taken against 

employees in violation of their Constitutional rights, or right to contact 

Members of Congress.  

Ms. Harris’ actions in her NPO legitimized in practice a PPP, and 

knowingly set a framework for similar violations of rules, regulations and law 

within the MSPB. The contract of adhesion specifically and purposefully 

banned the Petitioner from exercising his Constitutional rights as well as his 

right to contact Members of Congress, Offices of Inspector General, the 

MSPB, or the OSC. Just as importantly, Ms. Harris’ unethical and deceitful 

conduct serves to give aid and comfort to those who wish to promote illegal 

leaking and those who publicly justify such actions as the only road left open 

to them to make (sans illegality, possibly meritorious) disclosures. 

#WeAreNotSnowden 



 

 



 

2. Imposing a Non-Disclosure Agreement That Doesn't Allow 

Whistleblowingg 

To wit, it is the Petitioner’s understanding that, under 5 U.S.C. § 

2302(b)(13), Agency officials are prohibited from implementing or enforcing 

a non-disclosure policy, form or agreement if it does not contain a specific 

statement notifying employees of their rights, obligations, or liabilities 

 

Levine, Peter (Armed Services) <Peter_Levine@armed-services.senate.gov> 
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to me  
 

We will refer the matter to the DOD IG for investigation. 

  

Peter Levine 

Staff Director 

Senate Armed Services Committee 

  

From: Martin Edwin Andersen [mailto:martinedwinandersen@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2014 9:45 PM 

                             _______________________ 

                            ________________________ 

 

But that is only the beginning of this story, in which supposed whistleblower 

champions inside the DoD IG office openly lied to me, with you then receiving as 

justification for their inaction the fact that I mistakenly believed that anything that 

they said (i.e.: that I would be in touch with the various units supposedly 

investigating my complaint) would approximate the truth. 

 

In paragraph No. 2 of her letter to you, Ms. Scarrah claims that despite my wanting 

further action--the DoDIG had refused to conduct a real investigation from the 

very beginning--I "did not provide any new or additional information to warrant 

reconsideration."   

 

She then goes on to quote as authoritative, in a very purposefully partial and 

misleading way, the report of the ersatz Army 15-6 "investigation" empanelled in 

late 2011 and done early 2012, which she claimed the DoD Hotline had "obtained" 

(extraordinarily hard work to be sure, given the fact that the Center for Public 

Integrity published it earlier this year and that I had sent the IG my own copy as 

well).   

 

Although Ms. Scarrah lumps me in with 27 CHDS colleagues as having just been 

another interviewee, in fact the first sentence of the  15-6 "Executiive (sic) 

Summary" said:  "The Director of the Center for Hemispheric Studies (sic) 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/5/2302
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/5/2302


relating to classified information, communications to Congress, 

whistleblowing to an Inspector General, or any other whistleblower 

protection. Made law in 2012 under the Whistleblower Protection 

Enhancement Act, this provision requires agencies to inform employees who 

are subject to non-disclosure agreements that the agreement does not 

supersede employees’ whistleblowing rights, such as reporting wrongdoing 

to OSC or Congress. 

Although the contract of adhesion in question before you was signed 

the year before the law was passed, the DSCA/NDU justified its on-going 

reprisals against the Petitioner after the signing of the illegal contract—and 

gave aid and comfort to those proven wrongdoers who had left federal service, 

threatened him with a SLAPP and even publicly assaulted him, for on-going 

violations relating to the protection of classified information, communications 

to Congress, whistleblowing to an Inspector General, and other whistleblower 

protection. In her NPO, Ms. Harris knowingly sided against the already 

decorated whistleblower and in favor of the fraudulent story line offered by 

them. 



 

 

 

3. An Agency Official Shall Not Retaliate Against an Employee for 

Whistleblowing.   

The PPP based on 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8) prohibits agency officials from 

taking, failing to take, or threatening to take a personnel action because of an 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/5/2302


employee’s whistleblowing. To prove whistleblower retaliation, one must 

show that the employee has disclosed what s/he reasonably believes to be: 

a. a violation of law, rule, or regulation; 

b. gross mismanagement; 

c. gross waste of funds; 

d. an abuse of authority; or 

e. a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety. 

The personnel action in question must have been taken (or not taken, such 

in the case of a promotion), threatened, or influenced by an official who knew 

of the employee’s disclosure; and the employee’s disclosure was a 

contributing factor in the personnel action. In her NPO, Ms. Harris aligned 

herself, in writing, with those who committed gross violations in all five 

categories, in addition to those on MSPB staff who were complicit in false 

federal statements. 

 



The failure of the MSBP under Ms. Harris to conduct itself above board 

and in accordance with the law included damning files provided by Opposing 

Counsel itself (which included key data directly in opposition to their 

company line) that literally “disappeared” from the case files, their specious 

arguments nevertheless resurrected in Ms. Harris NPO. 

 

4. Other retaliation  
 

In 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(9)An agency official shall not retaliate because 

an employee: 

1. filed a complaint, grievance or appeal; 

2. testified for or helped someone else with one of these 

activities; 

3. cooperated with or disclosed information to the Special 

Counsel or an Inspector General; or, 

4. refused to obey an order that would require the employee to 

violate a law, rule, or regulation. 

This PPP prohibits agency officials from taking, failing to take, or 

threatening to take a personnel action because an employee engaged in 

any of the four protected activities mentioned above. To prove a claim 

of retaliation under this section, one must show: 

1. The employee engaged in a protected activity; 

2. The agency official with knowledge of the employee’s 

protected activity took, failed to take, or threatened to take a 

personnel action against the employee; and 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/5/2302


3. There is a causal connection between the protected activity 

and the personnel action. 

 

 

 

 

The willingness of Ms. Harris to participate in the organized crime of 

MSPB validating whistleblower reprisal can be seen in two other high-profile 



cases of truthtellers with whom the Petitioner has the honor to call colleagues 

and friends. It should be stressed here that the DSCA and the NDU are key 

players in the conduct of secret wars1 for which Congressional oversight is 

badly lacking, a critical element in the Petitioner’s disclosures.2 

Key 1:   So credible were the Petitioner’s IC OIG disclosures that Daniel 

Meyer, the former IC OIG’s whistleblower liaison, once back in the private 

sector not only asked him for help in the case of Joseph Carson, a celebrated 

whistleblower for whom he was legal counsel, by submitting a statement 

(dated 06/10/19) pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746. In an email the same day, 

saying “Will circulate the signed copy; thanks”, Meyer asked if he could send 

it out to the truth-telling community “as a sample.” The IC whistleblower 

attorney also shared a byline with the Petitioner in a Just Security article on 

federal whistleblower rights, & assisted him in reporting on a celebrated 

former FBI agent who went missing and was presumed dead in Iran, due in 

part to U.S. government negligence. On 11/07/22, Carson posted on MSPB 

 
1 “Security Cooperation Programs” Handbook, Defense Security Cooperation Agency, 
Fiscal Year 2022, pp. 32-33.   
2 “The … report underscores the need to shine a light on our defense activities that have 
been cloaked in secrecy. At bare minimum, the public & Congress need to know where & 
why we’re sending our service members into harm’s way,” Rep. Sara Jacobs, D-Calif., said. 
“I hope this report strengthens the urgency of Congress taking back its war powers, 
eliminating existing loopholes in security cooperation programs, and ensuring our 
strategies match our values, goals, and commitment to our service members.” “New Report 
Sheds Light on Secret Wars Playbook,” The Intercept, 11/03/22. 

https://www.justsecurity.org/author/meyerdaniel/
https://www.justsecurity.org/author/meyerdaniel/
https://www.justsecurity.org/65012/revamped-security-clearance-process-could-provide-leverage-over-those-who-punish-whistleblowers/
https://www.justsecurity.org/69558/irans-murder-of-an-american-cia-contractor-bob-levinson-suggests-impunity-at-home-too/
https://www.justsecurity.org/69558/irans-murder-of-an-american-cia-contractor-bob-levinson-suggests-impunity-at-home-too/
https://www.dscu.edu/documents/publications/security-cooperation-programs-handbook.pdf
https://theintercept.com/2022/11/03/us-military-secret-wars/
https://theintercept.com/2022/11/03/us-military-secret-wars/


Watch: “The lawyer-leaders of… (MSPB) —a threat to American health, 

safety, security and welfare?”  The whistleblower with a high-level security 

clearance skewered MSPB leadership, saying they “twist legal ethics…to 

justify putting the interests of their client, MSPB, above American health, 

safety, security ...” 3 Sound familiar? 

Key 2: MSPB’s pushing the DSCA/NDU hot potato off its lap using an 

NFO came as Robert MacLean, a key supporter of the Petitioner—he wrote a 

fulsome letter of praise about the latter’s whistleblowing and was a signatory 

of a whistleblower protection petition to President Barack Obama authored by 

the Petitioner and signed by more than 20 national security truth tellers4—was 

betrayed by the MSPB. MacLean was the first such truthteller to win his own 

whistleblower case before the U.S. Supreme Court5.  He was also in 2022 the 

victim of documented MSPB subterfuge in coordination with the federal 

agency that he blew the whistle on; that in a case in which he had already 

become an international legend. MacLean discovered that the MSPB associate 

director of appeals counsel who was in that position when MacLean filed his 

 
3 The article can be found at https://whsknox.blogs.com/mspb_watch/.  
4 In mid-2009, the Petitioner was warned by serial liar COL. (ret.) Kenneth LaPlante that 
he should never again be associated in public with anything having to do with 
whistleblower rights; this after co-authoring the petition to President Obama and already 
tasked with the (ersatz) Garcia Covarrubias probe. 
5 “Air Marshal Whistleblower Wins Supreme Court Case,” Government Executive, 
01/21/15.  

https://www.academia.edu/28700829/Band_of_Brothers_The_Whistleblower_Remix
https://www.academia.edu/28700829/Band_of_Brothers_The_Whistleblower_Remix
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/13-894
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/13-894
https://whsknox.blogs.com/mspb_watch/
https://www.govexec.com/management/2015/01/air-marshal-whistleblower-wins-supreme-court-case/103434/


Petition for Review (PFR) with the Office of Appeals was none other than 

Melinda Holiday McDonald, the hostile attorney (he called her “crooked”) in 

the federal agency that he blew the whistle in 2003-2006. As Thomas Devine, 

MacLean’s attorney, and that of the Petitioner in his Department of Justice 

and (pro bono) DoD cases, noted, “Robert right now is before an 

administrative judge who used to be part of the team that tried to fire him the 

first time. And now is the judge for when they’re firing him the second time.”6   

MacLean’s sleuthing forced the MSPB on 08/06/22 to reassign his case 

to another regional office. Asked if the Petitioner’s friendship with him 

“helped tank my (MSPB) case” as well as the Petitioner having mentioned 

him in his pleadings, MacLean replied, “Ya…that was not smart.”  

In the written conversation on the NFO issued by Acting Chair Cathy 

A. Harris, et. al, he added: “The MSPB leadership hates me for refusing to 

settle and exposing my judge.”  

 
6 “Whistleblowers; Featuring Special Guest Tom Devine,” Project Censored; The News that 
Didn’t Make The News, 06/29/13 (at 51:30). 

https://www.projectcensored.org/whistleblowers/?doing_wp_cron=1672973514.2934510707855224609375


 

 

Due to the unclassified narrative above and the significant 

documentation that can be found below, the Petitioner believes the OSC is the 

appropriate agency with which to seek redress of glaring, hurtful and 

lawbreaking grievances in which Ms. Harris was and is a willing partner. 

Furthermore, the Petitioner wishes to start the process with an Intelligence 

Disclosure as authorized by law. As the he plans to demonstrate before the 

OSC, Ms. Harris has played a peculiar and apparently self-interested role at 

the MSPB, not the least of which involves whistleblower national security 

disclosures. While the Petitioner does congratulate her in her previous role 

as an animal rights defender (Case 1:17-cv-01875-RMC Document 34-3, filed 

04/11/18) it is extraordinarily capricious that in her current  MSPB role she 



repeatedly fails to protect human truthtellers regarding merit system 

principles and prohibited personnel practices. 

=  

As can be seen in the documentary evidence below, what Ms. Harris 

claims that she finds exhaustive in her findings comes in the form of a contract 

of adhesion handiwork of a law firm with which she does not appear to have 

an arms-length relationship (they fulsomely praised her appointment to the 

MSPB, for example) and which is the primary legal counsel of a fraudulent 

national security ‘whistleblower’ who fled into the arms of a longtime proven 

enemy of the United States, to which he recently pledged loyalty as a new 

citizen. In what at minimum would seem a grossly unfair example of a legal 

“you scratch my back and I will scratch yours” is clearly at the expense of the 

Constitutional rights of federal truth tellers. 

It was upon disclosure of the former National Security Agency 

employee’s massive misconduct that the Petitioner became one of the first 



authentic national security whistleblowers who (despite or perhaps because 

he was once a whistleblowing employee of that law firm), immediately 

denounced the gross lawlessness involved. This despite the personal cost as 

measured in several ways, including the support of fellow national security 

whistleblowers who, so fed up with the vicious unaddressed reprisals in their 

own cases, bought into the Edward Snowden line that the leaker had been left 

with no alternatives to address his concerns. In addition, as a quick Google 

search will show, Ms. Harris has apparently never publicly and fulsomely 

denounced the new citizen of war criminal Vladimir Putin’s Russia. This 

despite, as her fans in the Petitioner’s one-time law firm claimed, she 

supposedly/allegedly is a leader in the truth-telling community, the same as 

Snowden.  

Please note that the Petition before you will be added to the case file. 

USC4 Appeal: 23-1049, at the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. The Petitioner 

asks that,  

1) given the sensitivity of his case, he be able to produce 

in camera the devastating evaluations of the contract of 

adhesion – negotiated by someone who defends 

Snowden’s treason and blessed by Ms. Harris as 

authoritative -- by two respected former high-ranking 



officials in the Offices of the Inspector General of the 

Department of Defense and Intelligence Community, 

as well as by two extremely well-known national 

security whistleblowers -- and the fundamental issues 

involving the U.S. military that separated (even before 

its signing) and continue to separate the one-time 

contract of adhesion attorney from his Petitioner client;   

2) the second case involving treason, disclosed in an 

unclassified matter in his truthtelling to the MSPB 

immediately before Ms. Harris ruled in favor of the 

lawbreakers, be included in the Intelligence Disclosure 

process, and 

3) that the OSC file an amicus in USC4 Appeal: 23-1049. 

Finally, the Petitioner hopes, whatever the ultimate disposition of the 

case before you, bringing it to the OSC will cause Ms. Harris to have to make 

a forthright, unmistakable, and meaningful statement about the Russian 

fugitive’s role as a national security leaker (not whistleblower) and addresses 

the role played by lawyers who publicly support her but whose ultimate goal 

appears to be, as if a paraphrasing of the old (if controversial) claim made 

during the Vietnam war, that they hope to save our democratic village by 



subverting its laws. The Petitioner stands ready to provide to the OSC the 

entirety of his filing before the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals if it desires to 

know more. This includes the many documented reproaches by the same 

lawyer, cited by Ms. Harris and DoD (NDU/DSCA) Opposing Counsel in 

their defense of the contract of adhesion, for gross reprisals and other 

violations as the Petitioner sought a definitive and law-abiding break from the 

U.S. and foreign criminality they sought to defend. 

 

Very Respectfully, 

Martin Edwin Andersen 

 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

__________________________ 
 



“Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?” (Who will guard the guard 

themselves?) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Whistleblowers: Thanks for Nothing, Snowden - Foreign Policy 
https://foreignpolicy.com › 2013/06/24 › whistleblowers-t... 
 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/06/24/whistleblowers-thanks-for-nothing-snowden/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/06/24/whistleblowers-thanks-for-nothing-snowden/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/06/24/whistleblowers-thanks-for-nothing-snowden/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/06/24/whistleblowers-thanks-for-nothing-snowden/


Jun 24, 2013 — "That's not how a whistleblower behaves," said Martin Edwin Andersen,  
a former whistleblower who exposed misconduct within the Justice ... 



 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE 

RELEASE: 

May 26, 2022 

Government Accountability 

Project Applauds the Senate 

Confirmation of Cathy 

Harris for U.S. Merit 

Systems Protection Board 

WASHINGTON-  Today, 

Government Accountability 

Project hails the Senate 

confirmation of Cathy Harris 

as a Member of the U.S. Merit 

Systems Protection Board. 

The Board is the only due 

process for civil service 

rights, including the 

Whistleblower Protection Act. 

Legal Director Tom Devine 

commented: 

“For the first time since 

February 2015, the 

enforcement channels for the 

merit system are fully staffed 

and functional. This victory 

for taxpayers would not have 

happened without the 

leadership and persistence of 

Senator Schumer. His staff’s 

patient determination was 

relentless.” 

The board hadn’t had a 

quorum for more than five  



 

 
 
 

 
https://constantinecannon.com/whistleblower/whistleblower-

insider-blog/constitutionality-nsa-spying-program-great-

minds-think-alike/ 

1 Reply to The Constitutionality of the NSA Spying Program – 

Great Minds Do Not Think Alike  

• Martin Edwin Andersen says: 

January 22, 2014 at 10:55 am 

Michael Hayden: “This is not an innocent who went to 

work under one set of expectations and then was just 

shocked and appalled by what he found at work and 
was driven to some sort of action. This is somebody 

who sought the job he had in order to scrape 

information off of NSA’s systems. I’m fond of saying 

he was a hunter, not a gatherer. He went there with a 

plan and malice aforethought.” 

The insistence that Snowden would have done the right 

thing IF ONLY appropriate whistleblower protection 

was in place flies in the face of how he operated. In 

practice what this does is lump real whistleblowers into 

the same unjustifiable category as this wanton 
lawbreaker, making it all the more difficult to 

successfully make the case for greater whistleblower 

protection. Time to wake up and smell the coffee … 

Comments are closed 

  



 

 

 
 



 
 

 

From: Martin Edwin Andersen <martinedwinandersen@yahoo.com> 

To: Tom Devine <tomd@whistleblower.org> 

Cc: Tom Devine <whistle47@aol.com> 

Sent: Thursday, February 2, 2023, 11:54:29 AM EST 

Subject: Re: Tom, urgent please ... 

 

This is what I received yesterday from a very 

high-profile whistleblower … It is the latest in 

such commentaries by whistleblowers and 

whistleblower attorneys regarding the contract of 



adhesion, how it came about, and how they (and 

your friend who is now the head of what you have 

said is a corrupt MSPB) are trying to enforce it.  

 

The words “professional misconduct” are not one’s I am using. I will just note 

that Ms. Harris’ condemning GAP client #Snowden is nowhere to be found. 

Over to you… 

 

#RealityMatters 

 

On Feb 1, 2023, at 5:40 PM, _______ wrote: 

Hi Mick, 

A - Some questions about your efforts to get the settlement agreement voided: 

1. Did the attorney who represented you in the settlement negotiations file 

an amicus curiae brief or intervenor brief supporting you?   If not, why 

not? 

2. Did the attorney who represented you file a professional misconduct 

complaint against any of the involved agency attorneys?  If not, why 

not? 

3. Have you filed a professional misconduct complaint against the attorney 

who represented you?  If not, why not? 

 



 

Accuracy In Media:  
https://www.aim.org

/aim-

column/surprise-the-

koch-brothers-are-

not-conservatives/ 
 

 

Martin Edwin 

Andersen, the 

first national 

security 

whistleblower to 

be given the 

“Public Servant 

Award” by the 

U.S. Office of 

Special Counsel, 

strongly disputes 

the idea that 

Snowden is a 

whistleblower. 

He calls 

Snowden a 

national security 

leaker who 

engaged in theft, 

fled the country 

to escape justice, 

and is now “in 

the protective 

embraces of 

Olympic Russian 

police-state 

champion 

Vladimir Putin.” 

12/18/14 
 

“Andersen has been 

a whistleblower for 

much of his life, 

repeatedly putting 

his career in 

jeopardy. Andersen 

and his fellow 

whistleblowers are 

aligned with 

the Government 

Accountability 

Project, which bills 

itself as the 

“nation’s leading 

whistleblower 

protection and 

advocacy 

organization.” He 

often uses the 

hashtag 

#WeAreNotSnowde

n to highlight the 

difference between 

his efforts to expose 

government 

mismanagement 

through legal chann  
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GAP Statement on 

Edward Snowden & 

NSA Domestic 

Surveillance 
 

(June 14th, 2013) 

(Washington, DC) – Recently, the 

American public learned that the 

National Security Agency (NSA) has 

conducted, and continues to conduct, 

wholesale surveillance of U.S. citizens 

through a secretive data-mining 

program. The program collects the 

phone records, email exchanges, and 

internet histories of tens of millions of 

Americans who would otherwise have 

no knowledge of the secret program 

were it not for the disclosures of recent 

whistleblowers. The latest of these 

whistleblowers to come forward is 

former Booz Allen Hamilton federal 

contractor employee, Edward Snowden. 

As the nation’s leading whistleblower 

protection and advocacy organization, 

the Government Accountability Project 

(GAP) would like to be clear about its 

position on each of the following points 

that relate to these significant 

revelations: 

I. SNOWDEN IS A 

WHISTLEBLOWER. 
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